HOW TO EFFECTIVELY USE WIKIPEDIA FOR SCHOLARLY RESEARCH

• Use Wikipedia to start your research! Wikipedia is an effective tool to begin your research. It’s a great starting point to brainstorm ideas, gain perspective, collect possible search terms, and obtain foundational information on your topic.

• Is Wikipedia a reliable source? Good question. Wikipedia has a legion of dedicated, volunteer editors who check the validity and relevancy of sources, content, and media. Wikipedia has a strong track record of accuracy, but use resources like the Oxford Reference database if you need to point to something authoritative.

• How do I know if a citation on Wikipedia is reliable? Make sure the citation is from a reputable, unbiased source, such as a book or film by a respected author in the field, or an article from a scholarly journal. Remember there are dedicated Wikipedia editors, but always double check the legitimacy of citations when doing research!

• Found the perfect citation for your research? Click the “doi” link in the citation to access that article. Make sure you are signed into Esearch to access the material. Use Interlibrary Loan to access articles unavailable through our databases.

• Can I cite Wikipedia? No. As Wikipedia notes -- “We advise special caution when using Wikipedia as a source for research projects. Normal academic usage of Wikipedia and other encyclopedias is for getting the general facts of a problem and to gather keywords, references and bibliographical pointers, but not as a source in itself.”

• Wikipedia can expand your research! Are you stuck at a point in your project? Consult the Wikipedia entry for your topic to make connections to similar, relevant subjects. Wikipedia is a linkable network of informative entries. Use it to expand your research!